
EMISSIONS INDEPENDENCE OF PORTUGAL 

 

The present collection from the traditional type, consists of a study of the three emissions 

INDEPENDENCE OF PORTUGAL (1926, 1927, and 1928), their differentcharacteristics  

and developed according to the plan presented below.  

The emissions are carved in “intaglio printing”,  by George Harrisson and Norman Broad, 

printed at Thomas de La Rue Company’s in London. All the emissions were produced in 

dotted paper with lozenges and 14 jagged.  

The 1
st
Emission, consists of 21 (twenty-one) values with 6 (six) main themes: D. 

AfonsoHenriques, Batalha Monastery and D. João I, Battle of Aljubarrota, Dª. Filipa de 

Vilhena, D. João IV and the Monument of the Restauradores. The central themes of the 

stamps weren’t created specially for this effect,unlike the frames that belong to Eduardo 

Avelino Ramos da Costa. In the same yearthe emissionof a surcharge printed in black in 

“Casa da Moeda”, undervalued 10 (ten) of the 21 (twenty-one) values. They had their 

official period of circulation on 13
th

and 14
th

of August, 30
th

of November and 1
st
 of 

December 1926. 

The 2nd Emission, composed by 15 (fifteen) values with the themes: Gonçalo Mendes da 

Maia (“O Lidador), Guimarães Castle, Dr.João das Regras, Battle of Montijo, Brites de 

Almeida (Aljubarrota’s Baker) and Dr. João Pinto Ribeiro. The designs in this emission 

are from Alfredo Roque Gameiro (3, 6, 15, 32 and 80 centavos), Alberto de Sousa (2, 4, 25 

and 48 centavos) and Alfredo Morais (5, 16, 40, 96 centavos, 1$60 and 4$50). They 

officially circulated from 29th of November to 2
nd

of December 1927. 

The 3
rd

Emission of 16 (sixteen) values, also with 6 (six) main themes are: GualdimPaes, 

Conquer of Santarém, Roliças’s Battle, Battle of Atoleiros, Joana Gouveia and Matias de 

Albuquerque. The designs of this emission are from Eduardo Avelino Ramos da Costa (2 

and 25 centavos 1$60 and 4$50 – the frames), Alfredo Morais (effigies of the same value),  

Alfredo Roque Gameiro (3, 5, 15,40,and 80 centavosand 1$00) and Alberto Sousa (6, 32 

and 46 centavos). The official period of circulation took place from 27
th

to 30
th

of November 

1928. 

Finally, in 1934, Law-Decree number 23440, ordered that several emissions that had been 

withdrawn from circulation, came to circulation again. The stamps of the three emissions, 

of all fees, were covered by the Decree, and since 4
th

of January 1934 until 1st of October 

1935 (Ordonnance nº 11036), they could circulate as regular stamps in the mainland and 

islands.  

All the pieces presented in this study, are presented on the sheets in chronological order in 

relation to theircirculation, the fees and the stamps’ fees are not relevant to the order. 

 

PLAN: 

1 – Presentation of designs, projects, studies, evidences, trials, “specimens” and not 

released for the three emissions (1926, 1927 and 1928). 

2 – The 1926 Emission (stamps, varieties and errors and circulation). 

3 – The 1927 Emission (stamps, varieties and errors and circulation). 

4 – The 1928 Emission (stamps, varieties and errors and circulation).  
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